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Saturdays weather turned out nearly perfect after a couple dreary wet days and in spite of it being a long holiday

weekend, five shooters showed up, ready to burn up some gun powder. Three generations of service rifles were on the

line with the AR-15 emerging as the one to beat today. All of the shooters today elected to use iron sights. Mark edged

out James with an almost Master class score of 467-8x. Three more points and it would have been in the Master

classification. James was the high Marksman but will not be a Marksman long when the NRA Competitions Division

finally up-grades his classification card to a more accurate level.

This was the first high power national match course for the three other Marksmen and much was learned by them all.  I

expect to see a considerable improvement in their scores when the next NMC is fired in August. The smaller scoring rings

in the last two stages of the match are a shock at first, but you just have to hold a little harder, the X ring is still in the

center of the black and that’s what you are still aiming for.

Our next match will be a High Power Sporting Rifle match on June 25 th. This is a great introduction to HP rifle

competition and I highly recommend it for both first timers and experienced marksmen. More details will be sent out as

the date approaches.

My thanks to the shooters who showed up for their support and help in putting on the match.

Dick Chadwick, Match Director

Results Bulletin

Metallic Sights

Name                      Class        Rifle         Standing       Sit/Kneel     Prone          Prone       Aggregate         Place

Caliber         Slow             Rapid          Rapid           Slow

Swierczek, M.      EX               AR-15         82-0X           98-0X           99-2X           188-6X       467-8X Match Winner

.223

Black, J.                 MK             AR-15          88-0X           96-1X           96-3X           180-0X      460-4X 1st Marksman

.223

Engle, D.               MK(T)        AR-15           72-0X           82-1X            84-1X           129-1X      367-3X

.223

Rush, A.                MK(T)         M1A            56-0X           12-0X             47-0X          127-0X       242-0X

.308

Kelley, J.               MK(T)          M1             71-0X           52-0X            29-0X            53-0X        205-0X

.30-06

100 points possible each stage (200 prone slow), 500 points possible. Match Winner:(high overall score, (T): Temporary

NRA Classification. Classification card will be issued after 150 rounds have been fired in competition, MA: Master, EX:

Expert, SS: Sharpshooter, MK: Marksman, UNC: Unclassified, (SR):  Service Rifle, (MR):  Match Rifle.


